Trainee applies for CO training license → PC sends license instructions to Trainee → PC sends PD attestation to CMB → PC sends trainee names to CMB → Trainee completes license application → Trainee disclosure on license application?

- Yes → CPHP eval & clearance letter required – takes up to 2 weeks → CMB meets monthly to review applications → Clinical training delayed if license is not issued by start date
- No → Application paused for CMB Review → CMB receives clearance letter

Trainee disclosure on license application?
- Yes → PC sends trainee license instructions to select Exemption D in lieu of malpractice letter
- No → Trainee needs CUSOM malpractice letter

Trainee Disclosure on license application? → Training agreement must first be signed by trainee, PD, GME → GME uploads malpractice letter to MedHub → PC downloads malpractice letter – sends to trainee

Trainee applies for full CO medical license → Does the trainee reside out of state?
- Yes → Trainee needs CUSOM malpractice letter
- No → Training agreement must first be signed by trainee, PD, GME